Human eSources Wins Prestigious EdTech Award and Selected as Finalist in Two Other Categories

Company’s AchieveWORKS® Assessment wins “Skills Solution” Award; CollegeScope® named Finalist in two additional categories

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Marlborough, CT (April 30, 2019) AchieveWORKS® Skills an eLearning and Assessment tool for students from 8th to 12th grades and part of the AchieveWORKS® Suite of Assessments produced by Human eSources of Marlborough, Connecticut has won first place in the prestigious EdTech awards in the category “Skills (a.k.a. 21st-century skills) Solution”. Additionally, Human eSources’ CollegeScope®, an online interactive student success textbook for first-year college students, was named a finalist in two categories: “Digital Courseware Solution” and “eLearning, Blended or Flipped Solution”.

“We are proud and delighted to win this prestigious award and be named a finalist in two additional categories,” said Ross Dickie, President & COO of Human eSources. “For the last 22 years we have been dedicated to helping people develop their potential through the application of robust eLearning and assessment programs supported by state-of-the-art technologies.”

The EdTech Awards is the largest and most competitive recognition program in all of education technology, recognizing the biggest names in edtech – and those who soon will be. According to Victor Rivero, Editor-in-Chief of EdTech Digest, the award’s sponsor, “The EdTech Awards recognizes people in and around education for outstanding contributions in transforming education through technology to enrich the lives of learners everywhere. This year’s awards celebrate edtech’s best and brightest all year long; innovators, leaders and trendsetters who are shaping the future of learning.”

“Winning awards is a testament to the great work our team does, these recognitions only further increase our passion to stay on the leading edge of eLearning and Assessment tool development”, said Dickie. He also cited that Human eSources has several new breakthrough products in the pipeline.
About Human eSources Ltd.
Human eSources Ltd. is a worldwide leader in the development and provision of online assessments, student success and personal development programs. The company is dedicated to helping individuals cultivate their strengths, realize their personal potential, and lead fulfilling, productive lives. For more information, visit www.humanesources.com.